
You are one of the ancient protectors. Your task is to rearrange the lands so 
the Mythical beings can return to the areas that fit to their natural habitats 
so they can thrive. Once you have made a modification of the lands, you need 
to go there and summon the Mythical beings so they can return back home.  
Doing so gains you rewards after a certain number of mythical beings have 
been summoned.
Each of you have a special ability that you can use to aid you. You all also have 
a certain mythical type that is your favorite, so if you manage to aid one of them 
you will be rewarded. You are also encouraged to arrange the landscape in a 
certain way, if you are the one that made the last arrangement that fits the re-
quirements, you will be rewarded.
At the end of the summoning period when all of  the required Mythical beings 
have arrived, all of the protectors face the judgment. The protector that re-
ceived the most rewards gets the title as the ultimate guardian of the island.

Sagnir is a tile laying game for 2 – 4 players, age 12 and up. Throughout the 
game, players will draw mythical being cards that show a certain pattern of 
five different landscape tiles.

The players’ aim is to arrange the landscape tiles on the board to  
create the pattern shown on the mythical being card. Then play-
ers need to move their pawn onto a tile of this pattern to activate the  
mythical being card, scoring points are counted at the end of the game. 

The game ends when any player has activated a certain number of mythical  
being  cards, according to number of players. The player with the highest 
score wins. All mythical beings in the game are based on Icelandic & Nordic
folklore. 
Descriptions and stories of each being can be found in the separate  
Mythiopedia booklet.

General overview

Story



Setup

For a simplified version of the game, see “Game variants” at the end of this booklet.

Players start on a landscape tile of their choice that matches their protector 
colour (e.g. a player with an Earth protector begins on a green tile). The tile can 
be anywhere on the Island. 
The player that last saw an Elf goes first, otherwise choose randomly. 

Shuffle all the bonus points cards and randomly draw:
• 2 players = 4 cards - cover these 4 icons 
• 3 players = 5 cards - additionally cover
• 4 players = 6 cards - cover all
Place them face up on the box lid, cover the icons shown above. Return the rest 
to the box, they will not be used during the game.

FOR A GAME WITH YOUNGER PLAYERS OR QUICKER GAME - SKIP THIS 



Deal 4 landscape tiles to each 
player, face down. Keep them 
hidden. 
Place the remaining tiles in a pile 
on to box lid (        ), face down.

3 - 4 players - 36 landscape tiles

2  players - 25 landscape tiles

Shuffle all the 60 landscape tiles and 
set up the Island as seen below. 

Tiles facing up.

Shuffle the mythical being cards. Deal 3 
cards to each player. Keep them hidden 
throughout the game.
Place the remaining cards face down  
on the         space on the box lid.

YOUNGER PLAYERS OR 
QUICKER GAME

Remove all mythical being 
cards with numbers 6 & 8 

from the game before dealing 
out Mythical being cards!

See more information in “ Game variants”

Hand one protector tile board blindly to each player. Choose a side, the other protector 
is not used during this game. Take the gained colour set of pawn and 4 tokens.



Game components
60 Landscape tiles

8 Northern 
Lights tiles

13 of each Fire, Water, 
Earth & Air tiles

4 Double sided protector boards

28 Mythical being cards

7 of each Fire, Water, Earth & Air

16 player tokens & 4 pawns The Mythiopedia booklet

20 Bonus point cards

COAT OF ARMS / SKJALDARMERKI
The Icelandic Coat of Arms has the Icelandic flag in 

the middle (its cross symbolizes Christianity) and four  

protectors surrounding it. The 3 flag colours are 

all closely connected with Iceland and its natural  

treasures - red for lava, white for glaciers and blue for 

the distant mountains. The 4 protectors surrounding the flag saved Iceland 

from King Harald Bluetooth Gormsson of Denmark, as 

told in the Heimskringla saga of King Olaf Tryggvason. 

The king sent his sorcerer to scout Iceland’s strength 

when he was plotting to invade Iceland. 

Íslenska skjaldarmerkið er með íslenska fánann í miðjunni (krossinn á fánanum 

stendur fyrir kristni), umkringdur landvættunum fjórum. Litirnir í fánanum eru  

beintengdir íslenskri náttúru; blái liturinn táknar himininn og hafið, auk fjalla- 

bláma að matri sumra. Rauði táknar eldvirknina og sá hvíti jöklana og snjóinn.

Landvættirnir 4 í kringum fánann vernduðu Ísland fyrir væntanlegri árás Haraldar 

Blátannar Danakonungs, samkvæmt Heimskringlu Snorra Sturlusonar. Samkvæmt 

sögunni sendi konungurinn galdramann sinn til að njósna um landið og breytti hann 

sér þá í hval og synti til Íslands. Fyrst kom hann að austurströndinni. Þar mætti  

honum dreki í fylgd fjölda snáka og eðla sem spúðu á hann eldi og eitri.  Hann hélt 

þá norður, en þar mætti honum Gammur með fiðruðu föruneyti sem hröktu hann á 

brott. Hann reyndi í vestri, en þar mætti honum Griðungur, bolinn mikli og í suðri var 

hann hrakinn burt af bergrisa. Þurfti hann þá frá að hverfa. 

Allar tilraunir hans fóru út um þúfur og neyddist hann því að fara aftur út til konungs 

og tilkynna honum að það væri ómögulegt að hernema Ísland!

The sorcerer then took the form of a whale and swam towards the island. First he 

attempted the east shore, which was guarded by a dragon, followed by many snakes, 

smaller dragons, and lizards, all spitting poison at him. Then the sorcerer continued 

to the north, which was protected by a griffin and many other birds and followers. 

The situation was the same with a giant bull on the west and the giant on the south. 

All his efforts failed, forcing him to retreat back to the king with the bad news:  

Iceland is well protected and it is not possible to invade! 

The elements

Landscape tiles
The landscape tiles are actual landscape locations from Iceland:
Air = Inspired by areas close to Hengill
Earth = Inspired by areas close to Þingvellir 
Fire = Holuhraun eruption 2014
Water = Skogafoss waterfall
Each landscape tile also has an image icon of the element which it belongs to.

Water

 - Favourite of water protectors
 - Can be found on water  
    landscape tiles (blue) 
 - The habitable landscape for   
    water mythicals (blue)Air

 - Favourite of air protectors
 - Can be found on air
    landscape tiles (grey) 
 - The habitable landscape for   
    air mythicals (grey)

Earth

 - Favourite of earth protectors
 - Can be found on earth  
    landscape tiles (green) 
 - The habitable landscape for   
    earth mythicals (green) Fire

 - Favourite of fire protectors
 - Can be found on fire land 
    scape tiles (red) 
 - The habitable landscape for   
    fire mythicals (red)

The fifth type of landscape tile is the Northern Lights or Aurora Borealis. 
It is not associated with a certain element. Northern Lights tiles are 
JOKERS; they can be used as any other element of choice when 
claiming Mythical being & bonus cards! They are still required on 
some Mythical / Bonus cards, that show them as part of a pattern.

During the game, players rearrange these tiles so they match the patterns shown on 
their mythical being cards and bonus cards.



Protectors
There are eight different protectors in Sagnir, on four double-sided cardboard player 
boards, based on four different elements. 
Four of the protectors are the legendary protectors of Iceland (Vættir) as 
seen on Iceland’s Coat of Arms. On the other side of each of the player board is  
                      another known legendary creature, from the folklore or the Viking sagas.

Each protector has a special ability that players can use during the game.
The use of this ability is optional, they might not always be beneficial in all 
situations.

The element on the protector gives +1 extra point at the end of the game, for each of 
the mythical cards activated that matches the element icon on player’s protector. 

Image of mythical being

Suitable landscape pattern on the board that is needed for 
this mythical being to thrive

Mythical being’s element, e.g. water

Points gained at game end
Reference number in Mythiopedia, has no game play value

There are 28 different mythical being cards that are of four types, with 7  
beings within each element.  All the beings are connected to Icelandic or Nordic  
myth. More information and a brief story about them can be found in the Mythiopedia 
booklet that is included in the game.

Mythical being cards

Bonus point cards
Bonus points are ONLY gained at the end of the game to the token(s) that are  
on the card. MAX 2 tokens can be on each card, after that they are LOCKED.

Place the token here, when claiming bonus cards. If another player 
token is present, you will gain the point at game end, but this Bonus 
card is considered locked. Only 2 tokens can be on any Bonus card.  
No other player can claim a locked point!
The element landscape pattern required to claim the bonus points. The 
orientation is not relevant; it can even be mirrored.
Bonus points are awarded at the end of game, but only once per player.

The Player’s tokens
The tokens can be used to either claim a bonus card or to use as the element 
shown. It will replace the tile element (e.g earth, in stead of a fire) for the pur-
pose of finishing a mythical card. Each token can only be used once this way. 
Tokens can only be used ONCE per player’s turn.



Game play
Sagnir is played in continuous turns, in clockwise order. Players 
start each of their turns with 4 landscape tiles & 3 mythical cards. 
During the turn, players either do an ACTION PHASE (A, B, C & D) or they 
PASS (E). At the end of their turn, players refill their hand accordingly.

Action phase - at least 1 action must be done
During players’ turn, players can do all or some of the possible actions  
(A, B, C or D) & they can split the actions (e.g. remove 1 tile, move the 
pawn, then remove the 2nd tile).

A) REMOVE UP TO 2 LANDSCAPE TILES IN TOTAL 

1
2

or 1
2

or

• Players can remove up to 2 landscape tiles 
from the board and replace with new tiles from 
player’s hand.  

• The removed tiles are placed in the discard deck 
beside the box lid,               face up. A tile can be 
removed even if a pawn is standing on it.

• Players can remove 1 tile, then do another action before removing the 
2nd tile. Also to remove only 1 or no tile during the turn.

• Move 1, 2 or 3 landscape tiles during 
player’s turn.  

• Only 1 pawn can be on each landscape 
tile and it is not possible to pass through 
a tile where another pawn is present!    

• Players can move freely, horizontally, 
vertically or diagonally. Each landscape 
tile is counted as 1 movement.

• Players can do other actions between each movement.

B) MOVE THE PAWN UP TO 3 LANDSCAPE TILES IN TOTAL 

MAX 3



↖ ↖

• Rán starts by removing 1 water 
landscape tile, then replaces it 
with 1 Northern Lights  (joker) tile 
from her hand.  

• She could next replace another tile 
or make another action. 

• The 2nd tile can be removed later 
during his turn.

EXAMPLE: 

123

• Rán first moves pawn 1 tile onto a 
fire landscape tile, to activate the 
fire being (1). 

• The Northern Lights tile (!) is a 
joker, replacing the needed Fire 
tile     

• She then continues to move her 
pawn 2 more tiles (she has no 
more moves this turn) to end on 
an air landscape tile.  

• She is positioning herself for her 
next actions (see C & D).

EXAMPLE: 

Rán has the following cards: 
Action phase

1

!

!



• To activate a mythical being card, players 
must move their pawn to, or stand on, 1 of the 
landscape tiles on the board that matches a 
mythical card pattern they have in their hand.  

• The matched pattern shape must have the 
same elemental icons on both the board & 
the mythical card. Note! Northern Lights

• Players can activate any mythical card, even if it is not matching the element on their 
protector. 

• Players can use each of their tokens ONCE to claim a bonus card or to transform a land-
scape tile to their element. But there are only 4 tokens available, so choose wisely. 

• Players can activate max 3 mythical cards each turn (limited by number of cards in hand 
each turn) & the orientation of the pattern does not matter. 

• Show activated pattern to other players to validate, but hide the points. An activated 
mythical card is then placed under the protector board so the end game indicator is clear.

 • Points for mythical cards are given at the end of the game. 

C) ACTIVATE UP TO 3 MYTHICAL BEING CARDS IN TOTAL 

• To claim a bonus point, players must move their 
pawn to, or stand on, 1 of the landscape tiles on 
the board that matches the pattern shown on the 
bonus point card.  

• The matched pattern must have the same elemen-
tal icons on both the board & the bonus point card.  
Orientation is not relevant.

• To claim a point, place 1 of the player’s tokens on the claimed card. 

• If a token from any player (can be yours) is ALREADY on the card (claimed in previous 
turns), a second token can be placed to LOCK the card; no other players can now claim 
this bonus card.

• Players cannot lock a point during the same turn as when it is first claimed.

• All points are awarded at the end of the game and only the player(s) that have their 
token(s) on the card receives the points. 

D) CLAIM OR LOCK UP TO 2 BONUS POINT CARDS IN TOTAL 

! !

! !
!

tiles can replace ANY element!

!



• In previous example, Rán moved from 
a fire tile, where she activated a fire 
being, to an air tile.

• As water is her element, she places 
her water icon         OVER the the air 
icon on the air tile. This landscape tile 
has been transformed.  

• She now activates her water being as 
the landscape pattern on the board 
matches the pattern on her mythical 
card, showing her water being. 

• She tags his card under her protector 
tile.

• Her water element token is placed on 
top of her protector board to indicate 
that it has been used. This token can-
not be used again during the game. 

EXAMPLE: 

• In previous example, Rán claimed a 
water being. 

• She removes her 2nd tile, the water 
tile from her previously claimed 
water being match. 

• She replaces it with an earth tile 
from her hand (she cannot remove 
any more tiles this turn). 

• She now claims a bonus point by 
placing her         token on the bonus 
card.

• If another token was already there 
from previous turns, this bonus 
card would now be locked. No other 
player can claim this bonus card.

EXAMPLE: 

↖ ↖

Note!  
The exact placement of 
the elements shown on 
this bonus card is not 
relevant. It only needs 

1 of each basic element 
to claim it.



• Use a complete turn to discard ANY number 
of landscape tiles AND / OR mythical cards. 

• Place them in a discard pile and draw new 
tiles and /or cards accordingly. 

• If passing, players cannot do any of the 
actions (A, B, C & D). 

E) DISCARD LANDSCAPE TILES OR MYTHICAL CARDS

? #

Pass
If none of the actions are ideal for a player, they can pass. When 
passing, no action can be done (A, B, C or D).

• When the current player has finished his turn, he refills his hand. 
• Draw 1 or 2 new landscape tiles & up to 3 new mythical cards, according 

to the number of cards activated during the turn. 
• Players can never exceed the hand limit of 4 tiles & 3 cards (+1 for Gaia). 
• The next player to the left goes next. 

END OF PLAYER’S TURN

End of the game
Players continue their turns in clockwise order until the end game  
conditions are met.
The end game conditions are when any player has managed to activate the 
last mythical card, according to the number of players:

THE GAME ENDS IMMEDIATELY! NO MORE TURNS WILL BE PLAYED!

For shorter or alternative versions of the game, look at Game variants.

X X X



If the piles become empty while drawing new tiles or cards, shuffle the 
discard pile to form a new draw pile. 

It can happen that there are not enough mythical cards remaining in 
the pile to refill the hand, if that is the case then players can only renew 
according to the number of available cards.

IN CASE OF EMPTY PILES

In the examples above, Rán removed and changed both of his possible 
landscape tiles. She also had quite a good turn related to her mythical 
cards as she managed to activate 2 cards during the turn.

Rán therefore draws 2 new landscape  
tiles & 2 new mythical cards to her hand.

EXAMPLE

Scoring

Add all points together. The highest point wins. If tied, the player with the 
most mythical / protector elemental matches wins. Still tied, the most  
bonus point cards claimed wins. Still tied, share the win.

• 1st to activate all mythical cards =3 points

• Add all points on activated mythical cards 
= 3 - 8 points each

• Add all claimed & locked bonus  points = 1 - 5  
points each

• Add all protector vs. activated mythical 
card element match = 1 point each

?
Use the scoring track in the box lid for a better overview.



Game variants
Alternative versions
A) Use the protectors only as colour reference. Skip all special abilities 
listed on the protectors tiles. 
B) Skip the bonus point cards and player tokens. The game is set up ac-
cording to the number of players in a regular way, just leave out the bonus 
cards and all player’s tokens. 
C) Remove the highest point mythical cards from each element (cards # 
4, 7, 12, 14,18, 21, 25 & 28) and reduce the end-game conditions to:
• 2 players = 5 mythical cards
• 3 players = 4 mythical cards
• 4 players = 3 mythical cards
Skip A, B or C, for younger kids and first-time players, as a simpler version. 
D) Do not use Northern lights tiles as jokers. Harder to play.

Free layout & All mythicals’ version
A) Various layout. Lay the landscape tiles out in various shapes, just keep in 
mind that the tiles must be at least 4 tiles wide or high at minimum. Observe 
that there are only 60 tiles in the game so the maximum number of tiles that 
can be used for the start layout are 40 tiles in a 4 player game. 
Example: 

B) Activate all your mythical cards. The game is set up according to the 
number of players in a regular way, except mythical cards are not dealt.  
Players receive all mythical cards belonging to their protector’s  
elemental icon (e.g. Dreki gets all 7 fire mythical cards). If fewer than 4 players,  
mythical cards belonging to an unused protector are not used during this game. 
The game is played out as normal, except that now it is a race to finish all  
mythical cards of a given group before the others. When any player activates 
his 7th mythical card, the game ends. 
Then count the points from the mythical cards and the bonus point cards and 
the player with the most points is the winner!





Protector abilities

Dragon
Can MOVE 1 extra landscape tile when 
moving - Max 4 (up to 4 movements  in 
stead of the normal 3).

Fire Giant
Can SWITCH 1 landscape tile with anoth-
er landscape tile anywhere on the board 
in stead of doing a normal REPLACE TILE 
ACTION. The player needs to stand on 
the elemental tile he wants to switch. 
Only once per turn!

Fire protectors 
Get 1 point at game end for each FIRE mythical card match

Earth Goddess
Can HOLD 1 extra landscape tiles in 
her hand, a total of 5 landscape tiles.

Earth Giant
Can DISCARD 1 landscape tile before 
his turn and draw 1 new from the 
deck. He can then play his actions as 
normal. Only 1 tile each turn!

Earth protectors 
Get 1 point at game end for each EARTH mythical card match

Example: Fire Giant has an air tile, which is blocking him to activate the mythical card 
pattern as he needs an earth tile. He first needs to move his pawn to any earth tile on the 
board to be able to switch the air tile with the needed earth tile (he can even switch the 
earth tile he moved onto) so he can activate the mythical card.



Goddess of the sea
When REFILLING her hand with  
landscape tiles after her actions; she 
draws 2 tiles, chooses 1 & discards 1.  
If refilling 2 tiles, she draws 4 tiles 
and discards 2.

Bull
He can SHARE any landscape tile 
type with any other player’s pawn 
& he can move freely through tiles 
that have other players present. He 
breaks the “Action phase B” rule.

Water protectors 
Get 1 point at game end for each WATER mythical card match

Griffin
Can FLY OVER 1 landscape tile, also 
ones with pawns on them.  
The landing tile must be empty. He 
can fly in any direction.  
Only once per turn!

Winged Horse
When REFILLING his hand with  
mythical cards after his actions, he 
draws 2 cards; chooses 1 & discards 1.  
If refilling 2 cards, he draws 4 cards 
and discards 2. If refilling all 3, draw 6 
and discard 3.

Air protectors 
Get 1 point at game end for each AIR mythical card match
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